Atom -atom collision processes which are relevant to astrophysical problems appear to occur either at thermal energies or at very high energies. Low-energy collisions require special considerations, but, with the exception of rearrangement processes, high-energy collisions can be described by the Born approximation. It follows that proton-impact cross sections for excitation and ionization of the target species are comparable to, but larger than, those for electron impact for equal velocities of the proton and the electron. Excitation and ionization by heavy particles other than bare nuclei is complicated by the possibility of excitation and ionization of the incident heavy particle; and collisions in which the incident particle and the target particle both undergo transitions may be more probable at high energies than collisions in which only one of the colliding pair undergoes a transition. However, high-energy neutral particles are rarely of interest in astrophysics since they are readily ionized, and the reverse process of charge transfer or electron capture is improbable. Although the high-energy behavior of the cross section for charge transfer X++Y -&X+Y+ is still obscure (see Nikolaev 1965 and Bransden 1966 for reviews), it is clear that the cross section ultimately decreases rapidly. The expected rapid decrease may not emerge from laboratory investigations since capture of inner shell electrons is important up to very high energies (Mapleton 1966) .
Except for bare nuclei, heavy particles can induce transitions involving a change of spin multiplicity. In such transitions the core of the heavy particle behaves as a spectator in the high-velocity limit, and the active electron may be regarded as a free electron. Explicit calculations for the reactions H+He(1'5)~H+He(2'S, 2'E, 3'P, 3'D) have been carried out by Bates and Crothers (1967}. Comprehensive accounts of atom -atom collisions are t Present address: Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory and Harvard College Observatory, Cambridge, Mass.
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HIGH-ENERGY COLLISIONS
Because of the occurrence of cosmic rays, high-energy collisions of protons and of neutral hydrogen atoms with hydrogen and possibly helium assume a special importance, and we present a brief discussion of the available data.
Comprehensive data are available only within the Born approximation. Calculations on a few processes have been performed using more reined approximations which are useful in assessing the accuracy and the range of validity of the Born approximation results (Bates 1959 , Mittleman 1961 , Bates and Williams 1964 , Coleman and McDowell 1965 , Lovell and McElroy 1965 , Ingber 1965 , Fulton and Mittleman 1965 , Cheshire 1965 , Coleman and McDowell 1966 , Wilets and Gallaher 1966 , Callaway and Dugan 1966 and Bhattacharya 1966, McCarroll and Salin 1966 (Bates and Griffing 1953, Carew and Milford 1963) . May (1965a) has obtained a simple formula for excitation into all the substates corresponding to a particular value of e when e is large. He shows that Q(»; Z«) =Ll(E)/n'i(1+o(n ') ), Dalgarno and Griffing (1958) .
Collisions in which the target atom is excited have been investigated by Bouthilette, Healey, and Milford (1964) and collisions in which both the projectile and the target atom are excited by Pomilla and Milford (1966 has been investigated by Mapleton (1965 Comparisons of diGerent first-order approximations (cf. Bates 1962) have been made by Bates and Dalgarno (1952) , Jackson and Schiff (1953) , Bassel and Gerjuoy (1960) , McCarroll (1961) ,and Mapleton (1962 H+He(1'S)~H(Z) +He(is2p'P) H+He(2'S)~H(Z) +He(1s2p'P) H+He(2'5)~H(Z) +He(1s3p'P) (Adler and Moiseiwitsch 1957 (Federenko, Afrosimov, Il'in, and Solov'ev 1960, Hooper et al. 1962 ) at lower energies.
STOPPING POWER OF H+ IN H
The efficiency with which a beam of protons is slowed down in a gas of ground-state hydrogen atoms has been examined in detail by Dalgarno and Griping (1955) using the Born approximation to the cross sections for the various processes. The mean energy expended in producing an ion pair in hydrogen gas has also been calculated as a function of impact energy (Dalgarno and Griffing 1958) . The neutralization of the ion beam appears to extend the range of impact energies over which the mean energy per ion pair is essentially constant at a value of about 32 eV.
STOPPING POWER OF H+ IN AN H+, e PLASMA
The energy loss of fast protons in an ionized plasma has been calculated by Hayakawa and Kitao (1956) and by Butler and Buckingham (1962) . H++He (1'S) -+H++He (1s2p'P) (Moiseiwitsch and Stewart 1954 , Bell 1961 , Bell and Skinner 1962 ;
H++He(1'5)~H++He(1s3p'P) (Bell 1961, Bell and Skinner 1962) ;
H++He (1'S) -+H++He+ (1s) +e (Mapleton 1958, Peach Van Zyl, and Geballe (1964) , by Colli, Cristofori, Frigerio, and Sona (1962) and by Jaecks, Van Zyl, and Geballe (1965) at energies below 20 keV. The electron capture process for the case when the hydrogen atom and helium atom are produced in their ground states has been studied using higherorder approximations by Bransden and Cheshire (1963) , by Green, Stanley, and Chang (1965) , and by Bransden and Sin Fai Lairn (1966) .
LOW-ENERGY COLLISIONS Excitation by proton impact
The cross section for direct excitation by electron impact is broadly similar to that by proton impact if the electron and proton have the same velocity. The electron impact excitation cross section rises rapidly from threshold to a maximum, which occurs at an impact velocity corresponding to about twice the threshold energy, and then decreases asymptotically as E ' ln E Dalgarno (1961a) , and they are reproduced in Table IV. Asymmetric charge transfer processes H++X -&H+X+ involve an electronic transition, and they will, in most cases, proceed very slowly at thermal energies. Exceptions occur, and one such is H++0 ('P) -+H+0+(4S), which is accidentally resonant. Chamberlain (1956) has suggested that the reaction may affect the ratio of the 0 to 0+ densities in the Cassiopeia radio source.
There is no satisfactory theory of asymmetric charge transfer reactions, but an approximate analysis by Rapp (1963) of the measurements at high energies by Fite, Smith, and Stebbings (1962) shows that it behaves like a symmetric charge transfer reaction down to very low energies. The predicted cross section at 1 eV is 2&10 " cm', a value consistent with the cross section of 8&10 " cm' at 1000'K derived by Hanson, Patterson, and Degaonkar (1963) from upper atmosphere data. H++He(2'S)-+H++He(1'S) +hv.
Because of the large polarizability of He(2'S), the reaction proceeds quite rapidly with a rate coefhcient of 10-"cm' sec-' at 20 000 K.
A similar study of the reaction He(1'S) +He(2'S)-+He(1'S) +He(1'S) +hv has been completed by Allison, Browne, and Dalgarno (1966) , who obtain a rate coeKcient of 3X10 '4 cm' sec ' at 20000'K. Smirnov and Firsov (1965) , Mori (1966) , Sheldon (1966) , and Bates, Bell, and Kingston (1967 Sheldon (1966) and for the ionization of Li and Cs by Smirnov and Firsov (1965) . The values are of the order of 10 ' -10 " cm' sec '.
EXCITATION BY NEUTRAL HYDROGEN ATOM IMPACT
The excitation of rotational levels of molecular hydrogen by the impact of hydrogen atoms is an important cooling mechanism in interstellar space. Cross sections for H+H2( j=0)~H+Hg( j=2) have been calculated by Takayanagi and Nishimura (1960) using an approximate version of the distorted wave method. The distorted wave method has been applied without further approximation by Dalgarno, Henry, and Roberts (1966) with results in close agreement with the earlier calculations. Their cooling rates are reproduced in Table V. Recently Allison and Dalgarno (1967) Dalgarno (1961b) and by Dalgarno and Henry (1964) Burgess, Field, and Michie (1960) as a possible cooling mechanism in interstellar space, and Dalgarno and Rudge (1964) The theoretical description used by Smith is an extension of that presented by Dalgarno and Rudge (1965) for collision-induced changes in the hyperfine structure of alkali metal vapors, and it may not be adequate for collision-induced changes in fine structure (cf. Nikitin 1965, Callaway and Bauer 1965) . (Polanyi 1962) . A review of some of the reactions involving atomic hydrogen has been presented by Kaufman (1964) . Recent work on OH radical reactions is described by Skinner and Ringrose (1965) (see also Carroll and Salpeter 1966) . TRANSPORT 
QUENCHING COLLISIONS

PROPERTIES
The thermal conductivity and the viscosity of atomic hydrogen have been calculated to high accuracy by Dalgarno and Smith (1962) at high temperatures and by Buckingham, Fox, and Gal (1965) at low temperatures. The diffusion coefjIicient of protons in atomic hydrogen gas is given in Table IV . Formulas for the transport coefFicients appropriate to a fully ionized plasma have been derived by Spitzer (1956 ) (see Devoto 1966) .
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